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Dr. Frank Stranges was born and educated in Brooklyn, New York. He received his Bachelors of

Divinity, as well as Ph.D's in Psychology and Philosophy, from Faith Theological Seminary in Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida. Dr. Stranges was a member of the Mayor's Advisory Council of Los Angeles,

and a member of the American Association for Social Psychology. He also held a Ph.D. from the

National Institute of Criminology, in Washington, D.C., and was an accredited Diplomat of the

American Academy of Professional Arts.  Dr. Stranges authored several books on scientific and

religious subjects, including his classic "The Stranger at the Pentagon," which tells the unusual story

of a spaceman named Valiant Thor. Because Thor was a real person, who appeared in a public on

a few occasions (including at the United Nations headquarters in New York City), the legend of the

Stranger at the Pentagon has grown, becoming a real head-scratcher for 21st-century UFO

researchers. Today, it is still one of the hottest topics in ufology, having spawned various other

books, documentaries, and even feature Hollywood films.  What exactly happened to Valiant Thor?

Did he get back on his spaceship and return to his home planet, or did he help the U.S. government

set up alien-human hybrid experimentation in remote underground bases? Or was he imprisoned -

thrown in the clink - by those in the government who have been fighting UFO Disclosure all these

years?  Since no one knows how long an alien can live, could Valiant Thor still be alive today, in

2016, somewhere in - or under - our nation's capitol?  This special Saucerian reprint - an exact

facsimile of the original book - features an actual introduction by Valiant Thor himself, as well as

dozens of interesting photos - covering years of ufological history. A must-have for the serious

paranormal researcher.
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This book did make me laugh because it is so bad it is funny. The author comes across as a blatant

crook. On the first page he says he offers a correspondence course in Ufology and says that people

can earn $500 investigating sightings and landings. As to his own qualifications, "Frank Stranges

holds a Ph.D in Psychology, a TH.D., D.D., B.Th., B.C.Ed., Ll.D., Doctor of Humanities and Grand

Evangelist of the Soverign [sic] Order of Alfred the Great"!The first section of the book is a stream of

utter drivel by someone called "Valiant Thor". Sample: "My name is Valiant Thor. I am a native of

the planet you call Venus. It is not too unlike your Earth, in fact we still enjoy the air-conditioned

atmosphere that Earth had before the great Flood." Photos reveal that Mr. Thor looks exactly like an

earthling and he is snapped relaxing outside with friends. (Stranges fails to state whether Mr. Thor's

friends are from earth or Venus.)The best bit is the extensive photo section. Fans of George

Adamski will be pleased with what they find here. On page 62 there is a full page photo of Adamski

smiling and on page 63 there is the same photo, but a bit smaller, so the reader can perhaps see

what Adamski would look like if he were a bit further away. The book contains what must be the

most pathetic UFOs ever in the form of the supposed photos of UFOs and spacemen that allegedly

came to visit alleged contactee Howard Menger. However, there is some interesting stuff mixed in

such as the strange photo of a naked little man held either side by the hands by two men in trench

coats (caption: 27" man, purportedly captured, early 1950, after flying saucer landed near Mexico

City), a photo of D.S.
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